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RELIABILITY IN GUJIDED MISUI1E SY'rEMS

Introduction

Modern warfare demands the most advanced weapons which science and

technology can produce. Yet the develop,.nt and performance of these new

weapons, with their great complexity, has focussed nation wide attention

on the increasingly critical and urgent problem of reliability.

The high rate of failure in military electrciic equipment, due to high-

ly complicated nature of the problems involved, is particularly serious. To

deal with this problem the Research and Development Board in the Department

of Defense established last year an Ad Hoc Group on Reliability of Electronic

Equipment. An extensive survey (Ref. 1) of the problem resulted in (1) a

progress report embodying far-reaching conclusions and recommendations,, (2) a

continuing RDB Electronic Reliability activity, and (3) a directive from the

Secretary of Defense to the three Services stating that "Reliability must be

a prime objective in all phases of the procurement and use of electronic equip-

ment, beginning with the establishment of military characteristics and includ-

ing operational training, maintenance, organization and facilities, as well

the quality of the equipment".

In the field of guided missiles the reliability problem is particularly

acute. It is acute partly becaluse the whole technology of missiles is new, ,

and also because of the novel and complex mechanical and electronic devices

which must operate under severe environmental condition3. Thus the missile

reliability problem includes the entire problem of electronic reliability in

an exaggerated form. Reliability hag been a familiar problem in mis!ile test

ing activities during the last five ypars, and with th• recont accelerat-on of

the guided missile program it bocomes important to focus attention on the prob- 2

lem of reliability in order to insure a successful nationnl effort in the field

of guided missils,.
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the technical problem of reliabil-

ity in guldpd M! slile system!>l f5

Statemert of the Problem:

Let us begin by stating the problem. Guided missiles involve the use of

a multiplicity of electrical, mechanical, and electro-nechanical devices under

very severe conditions. All of these components must op-rate during the time

the missile is in the air. In addition, before and during the flight phase an

organization of men and machines must also perform properly on the ground, on

shipboard or in aircraft. And finally, a complex man-machine support system

must function properly in developrent, productton, -upFly, testing, and mainten-

ance, to insure the desired operation of the guided r'issile systenm. The problem

is to achieve and maintain optimum reliability in guided missile systers, includ-

ing both men and machines.

Several terms in this statement need emphasis. First, the objective is to

achieve and maintain reliability, so that reliability is a problem throughout

the service life of the missile, and is not merely a ,uatter of "Jebugging" the

bird and system during its development. Second, "reliabillty" z.pans probability

of success; more specifically,, the reliability' of a given corronent or system is

the probability that it will perform its required function under operational con-

ditions for a specified oprratinp time. As an exar;ple consider A rocket motor.

One of its performance parameters is the thrust. 3unoo:ne that for successful

motor performance the thrust must lie within certain limits for 'a specified time.

These performance limits, together with the required cporat.in. time, define the

task, that is, the performance r(quire,'ientn. A motor who-e thrust lies within-

the task limits for the required tiur, is succesfsful; one whxcro thrust falls out-

side the limits during p-rfor'rnc-p fr•]•-i.

Tho di-'trlhution of prtrfor,,Yncsi can be estahl 3h1wi by moasuring th, thru;t

of a nu!ber of vrotnrs. Vont. of th. ti',- t. values will ] ] -:':d. .,. ia*'k 1*:r.i,,
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initially. During the operating time, `.owever, some of them will drift out- -

side and the performance distribution function broadens. At the end of the

operating period a certain fraction of the motors will still have thrusts with-

in the task lisrits. This fraction is the "robabllity that a rotor will perform

within the task liits during the operating period, and is numerically equal to

the reliability.

Similar remarks hold for the remaining performance parameters of the motor.

In general the perforw.-nce distribution will thus include all the operating char-

acteristics necessary to determine the state of the syster, for the purpose at

hand, and in the same way the task will include all the perforrrancE limits, so

that each performance parameter in tie perfor.--ance distribution is matched by

performance limits in the task. The reliability of the system is then the

probability that all the performance parameters lie within their task limits

for the duration of the operating period.

It is important to note that the reliability depends not only on the spread

of the system performances (which iV affected by the environmernt). but also on

the task and the operating time. In general the reliability of a system is de-

creased if the task limits are narrowed or if the operating time is increased.

The reliabiliuy also tends to be lowered if the perfor•-vnce spread is broadened.,

either through less quality control or through increaF,!d environnental severity.

For example, in a guidance system, high temperatures in flight m,,y broaden the

spread in electron tube performance far beyond that found under laboratory condi-

tions, with a consequent decrearse in guidance reliability.

In the cnse of missiles it is convenient to exclude from reliability those

failures caused by direct enemy action and to treat them sep:arately under vulner-

ability."

Rellabilit.y mvty be split, furtho:r into so-called ah)ort.i ard "inaccuritpn". 'l

A horts an'v' fai ur'ri wlilph reqult. in dravitic, unustual, and u,..n. c ,'lrmou '
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lying far outside the normal performance spread. This norral spread is then

considered under accuracy, and reliahility becomes the probability that the

missile will niot abort. This split of reliability into accuracy and non-abort

probability is useful in some cases but is artificial, since many marginal

failures in the components (in the guidance, for ex&mple) may result in missile

aborts. Thus system accuracy and reliability are interrelated by the marginal

performance of components.

Why is the Problem Difficult?

Now let us see why the reliability problem is difficult. Ltproving re-

liability is of course part of the development, production and use of any new I
technological device. For relatively simple system.s thpre in a definite period

of "debugging" in which the faults are easy to detect and elim.inate, and the re-

liability problem is solved. In large systems, however, the problems of finding.

and curing the ailments increase rapidly with complexity and require a more scienti-

fic approach, which I shall call relia,!lity control and 0;hall discuss briefly

later in the paper.

Guided missiles are at the forefront of modern science and technology and

missile engineeri-ng requies the integration of new fields of aerodynamics, pro-

pulsion, servo-mechanics, and electronics. In addition, the whole missile in-

dustry is going through growing pains under the ,irinetus of the pr-ent accelerated

programs. These are all general reasons why reliability is a problem in guided'

missiles, and they are common to other wpapons as well.

In addition, there are six technical factors which make the reliability prob-

lem particularly serious in guidod missiles:v

(1) Complexity: The first of these is complextty. ?.odern guided missile

systems are extremely complox in terms oC both the nu,:•,zTer of parts in tHe

!tructure and also in terms of thftir inmy intirictionn In functions.
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This high degree of complexity tends to increase the chances of f.%ilure.

ror R missile with 50 cornponentn in series, each with a reliability of 9)

percent, the overall reliability is only 60 percent. For a 'system of 300

such components the probability ot success is Only 5 percent! In piloted

aircratt an"~abort rate of about fi.ve percent is generally con-sidered accept-

able (Ref. 2). It atomic-warhead-carrying missiles were involved., this rate

would mean "throwing away" five percent of the ator'ic missile stockpile,.

since the warhead can rarely he recovered tram a missilke which really "aborts"

(Ref. 2). Neverthele~ss,, let us use the figure of five percent aborts to see

what the average component. reliability would have to be. if the missile

were considered to consist of tivoý components (e.g., rotor, control system~,

guidance system, fuze, and warhead), the failure rate of each would have to

be only one percent. If the missile were broken into 50 smaller components,

the failure rate would have to be only one-tenth of one percent, in otherV

words the average component reliability would have to be 99.9 percent! The

moral to be drawn from these complexity arguments is simple: Thie failure

rate of the major components of a missile system must be at least an order

of magnitude smaller than the failure rate of th.e rnissile itself, while the

failure rate of the many parts (such as motors, vacuum tubps, valves, etc.)

must be several orders of magnitude smaller than thf failure rate of the

missile.

(2) Lack of Component Redundancy Th)e second difficulty .iri building rpli-

able missiles is the lack of com-nponent redundancy. lrost of tlV' components

of a misr'Ue system arQ In serin-i, in the !-ense LW-it ainy fdilure of a corr,-

ponent fails the misnile. Considering the componentn as l1r~ks in the chain

comprising the mlosile., it is clear that the chain Js U.t.~r~llly no strongper 2

th~in lt!, weakt-st liink: the svntom cantnot he ron, r-l t;llIF than its 1"asit

rpllalbb- rr-,pVnfmrt. Thil s iq i i trorp contr,5dt, to pl. 'At.'i a~rcrart, fur
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example, wV,-ere the probability of rallare is greatly reduced through re-

dunda-ncy by having standby components and a copilot, that. is, by having

parallel links in the chain.

(3) T.Pck of Feedback: The third factor is the lack of feedback of good

failure data. In order to detect and cure failures it is necessary to de-

termine the cause of failure. This is not an easy task eve-n in ordinary

engineering work where direct tnsp-ction and instrumentation is possible

during the operation. In missiles it is a far more difficult problem be-

cause the feedback of infor.rAtion on failures occurring during flight is

very inadequate, especially unoer operational conditions, and in most cases

the missile is not recoverable for an autopsy. This means that many test

flights are necessary, with much expensive telemetering instrumentation to

monitor the operation of the components.

(4) Severe Environments: The fourth factor concerns enviro.nmental condi-

tions. There is little good data on many of the environmental stresses in

shock and vibration, temperature, pressure, and hunddity which the missile

must withstand in transportation, hindling, la'nching, and flight, and some

of these stresses are known to be very severe. For example, a Signal Corps

report re- )mnends that to simulate typical field handling conditions, elec-

tronic equipment should be tested by dropping it 5 feet onto soil or con-

crete,. during which it will suffer from 200 to 500 g's acceleration for

several milliseconds. Without good environmental data it is difficult

either to design adequate safety margins into the components or to perform

realistic environmental tests.

(5) Weight and Spacne Requirement:• The fifth factor involves wsight and

space requirements, which impoz,,e severe limitations on the design and pack-

aging of components; these factors, together with the high porformn:.nce rn-

quirpd of the componNnts, result in small sf#Aty iag•lr.:; arin:;t failure.f



This is particularly ivportant in the electronic equipment, where low

weight f-ctors favor fragil.- rr,'cranical construction and the small spnce

available makes it difficult to design for adequate cooling and accessi-
bility.ii~

(6) Electronic Reliability: The sixth factor is electronic reliability.

Missile performance and reliability is critically dependent on the elec-

tronic eqjuipment of the guidance and control functions. It is well known

that the reliability of military electronic equipment is low; for example,,

it is estimated that only about one-third of the Navy's shipboard elec- k
tronic gear is operating properly (Ref. 1). This is partiLularly true for

those missile systems in which the major part of the guidance equipment is

airborne in the missile itself. In general it appears that electronic re-

liability is the most Important part of th.e misile roliahility problem.

Indeed, Major General Putt of the UGAF Research and Development Cormand

recently stated that "the scheduled introduction of guided missiles into

operational units depends primarily on the accuracy and reliability of

guidance and control systems" (Ref. 2).

In view of these six factors it is abundantly clear that the problem of

achieving and maintaining reliability in guided missile systems is irportant and

difficult. It is a serious challenge to both the Armed iervices and the indus-

try.

The V-~2 Reliability

A brief review of the German V-2 history will help to set the problem in

hI.torical perspective. Tie first experimental work at P'een,ýmunde 1:egan in 1)33

with the A-I rocket weighing 150 kg, and watt followed in 19314 by tYo A-2 which

reached a heieit of 2000 m. As O.arly as 1935 German ,iuthoritiei gave serious

consideration to the military applications of rockets. Ba.nic reiearch had begun
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several years earlier and much effort was put into this field. As a r-esult

there was a biase of industrial -upport for missile designers. Rocket motors

and fuels were commercially available and during the next few years a series

of high-speed windtunnels and jet engine test stands were built. F-om 1936

to 1942 about 500 million dollars was snent in developing the Peenenunde Rocket

Center; by 1942 nearly 6000 people were employed, about 2000 of whom were scien-

tists and engineers (Ref. 3). This program involved mor- than a third of Ger-.

many's entire aerodynamic research. In 1938 the first experiments were made

with the A-3 and later with the A-5. These were small scale V-2's about 25

feet long, weighing 800 kg. Many of these A-3's and A-5's were fired and gave ,

valuable experience and technical data.

In 1940 work was begun on the V--2 and on July 6, 1942, the first V-2 was

fired. It rose precisely 3 feet off the ground and then exploded with enormous

violence, destroying the test station. Numbers 2 and 3 also exploded but at

16,000 feet. Finally, number 4 was a success; in October 1942 it covered a dis-

tance of 170 miles. Number 5, fired a short time later, was also a success, but

the next 13 were failures. Thus out of the first eiphteen rockets only two per-

formed successfully, giving a reliability of U percent. Daring the three years

of development., testing, and training, sore 3000 V-2's were fired. Problem after

problem arose in the motor, the airframe, and the control system. For example,

it was found that of the rockets which were launched successfully, about half

broke up in the air, and a large scale theoretical and experimental study in-

volving about 300 V-2 launchings was required to solve the airburst problem,

which turned out to be caused by an aerodynamic deficiency. In all, some 62,000

changes were made during the production of the V-2, which consisted of about

30,000 different construction and engine parts. Finally, in Septeyvber 1944, ten

years after tho first test rockrt firings at Peenemunde, the firv't V-2 was fired

against London. by April, 1945, when the V-2 campaign r':iF,1, about. 2700 V-2'r
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had been fired against London and Antwerp, with a reliability of 75 or 80 per- N

cent and rn aCcuracy much lower than was called for in the military plans (Re. L

5).

After the war a number of V-2' s were captured and taken to White Sands for

tests (Ref. 6). During the five-year program 68 V-2's were fired, of which 32

were successful. Of the 36 failures, 23 occurred during launching and the re-

maining 13 were evenly divided between motor and steering malfunctions. Thus

"the reliability during the American V-2 firings was 47 percent as compared with

the German combat reliability of 75 percent. This well illustrates the diffi-

culty or obtaining a high reliability; even with Germ-in experience and techni-

cal personnel more than half the missiles failed in the American tests. In view

of m•, remarks concerning the difficulty of determining cause of failure from

flight tests, it is of interest to note that of the 36 V-2 failures, in only 6

cases was the cause of failure established; in 34 cases it was known what failed

but not why; for the remaining 16 cases only the general area of failure was I
known. Thus in only 1/6 of the failures was the cause of failure ascertained,

so that the failed component could be immediately improved. T'hile the sample

is too small to draw general conclusions, it indicates the high price paid for j
failure information in missile test flights.

AchieviiR and Maintaining Reliability:

Let us return to the problem of achieving reliability. The objective of

a missile project is to develop a producible and reliable irissile. Until per-

forMnince capability has been demonstrated reliability is secondary in importance;

"when the required capability has been demonstrated, however, reliability becomes

of primary importance, and unless an adequate combat reliability it3 achieved the

missile is ineffective am a military weapon. The irnprov,,n:nt (if ny.,t,,ni reo-1 .,U[ -

ity in therefore a vital phase of any weApon daewlopvenit.



The reliability of a missile system can be improved in four fundarv"ntal

(i) By improved components: The use of mor-4 reliable components is the

usual way to increase system reliability and offers the only long-term

way of making large improvements in reliability.

(2) By improved desian: Improved system and component design may in-

crease reliability by decrea.'ins. zomplexity, increasing safety margins

against failure, and improving maintenance and operator effectiveness.

The opportunities for increasirg reliability by improving design appear

particularly hopeful for electronic equipment in mif-ile systems,

(3) By improved selection and training of Dersonnel and standard operating

procedures: Reliability can be increased by improving the quality and effec-

tiveness of the skilled personnel, both military and civilian, who are re-

quired in the assembly, inspection, packaging, handling, testing, mainte-

nance, and operation of guided missiles. 7
(4) By component redundancy: The use of standby components in case of

failure increases reliability, provided the switching or decision d6vice

is reliable. The method may be costly (in dollars and weight, for example)

but may be justified. Most important, it does not require improved compo-

nents. For example, suppose the guidance system has a reliability of 75

percent, or a failure rate of one-fourth. Now replace the qingle system "

by two of these guidance qystems Vn parallel, so that if one fails the

other takes over. For missile failure to occur it is now necessary that

both guidance systems fail, so that the failure probability is 1/4 timen•s

1/4, or 1/16 or 6 percent. Hence the reliability is 94 percpnt, a rJgni-

ficant incrnse over the original 75 percent.

In orler to mike thosA improvom-ntn in all the variou: phasen of missilo

d-vplfrpmpnt It 1' rv'crepnry to obt:,.!n tochlical Informati.,n on fVllurf.. Mor'p
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specifically, statistical data is required on the number of failures, the

identity of the failed componentn, tht time to failure, and the causes of

failure. Statistical infonration of this type is costly and difficult to

obtain from test flights; the most hopeful approaches seem to lie in the use

of recoverable missiles and in simulation tests in .Aich the missile is sub-

jected to environmental conditions experi aced in shipping and handling, in

launching, and in flight. Shock and vibration conditions are important poten-

tial sources of failure in all phases. In order to determine a realistic mix-

ture of environmental stresses for testing, good data are needed on the shock

and vibration, temperature, pressure, and humidity experienced by an actual mis-

sile in traveling from the factory to the target. Unless good environmental

data are obtained there is the danger that missiles and their comoonents will

be designed to survive the simulation test environments rather than the actual

operational environment. In addition, since there is always a variety of fail-

ure causes, a statistical approach is necessary to insure that the defects are

cured systematically in order of their importance rather than in the order of

their accidental appearance in tests.

Finally, having achieved and demonstrated-an adequate reliability to justi-

fy service acceptance, the missile system is put into production and service use,

and the problem of maintaining the reliability becomes vital. This requires a

failure-monitoring activity, similar to quality control. Continuous and rapid

reports on failures are needed to evaluate the reliability and insure that it

lies within acceptable limits. Failures in transit, handling, storage, testing,

and operational use should b,, analyzed to detect and eliminate sources' of trouble.

System Reliability Control. the AnaloAue of Component .Quality Control:

How should all these technical antivities be efficiently coordinated? In

a simple device reliability is achievod by recognizing faults when they occur

and eliminaiting thom. In a complr"x fuided ,rinsil,, . thin !tirple! iiPpro,,•rch
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is correct in principle but costly and time-consuming in practice. As in any

scientific or engineering project, it is therefore necessary to organize and

dire-it the technical effort reuuired to solve the reliability problem in syi. s.-A

This organized systems activity will be called reliability control; it is the

systems analogue to component quality control, used to maintain quality in nmanu-

factured components. More exactly, by reliability control I mean the coordina-

tion and direction of technical reliability activities through scientific plan-

ning from a systems point of view.

Reliability control consists of the following cycle of five steps:

(1) Determination of Requirements: Reliability requirenents must be

established for the system and its components. From the definition of

reliability this demands specification of the required performance limits,

the operating time, and the environment, as well as the required reliabil- .

ity.

(2) Collection of Data: Reliability data on component and system failures

and their causes must be collected in statistically significant amounts.

A(3) Analysist The data must be analyzed to determine whether the require- !

ments are met, to establish the most important causes of failure, and to

recommend methods of improvement.

(4) Irr.rovement: Action must be taken to remove tih- most important dp-

fects and reduce the failure rate to the required level.

(5) Surveillance: A continuous and critical surveillance of the system

must be carried out to insure that the "improvements" actually reduce the

failures, to anticipate and examine new and unsuspected sources of failure,,

and to review and modify requirements.

There is no sharp distinction betwoen reliability control and thp u-qual

engine-ring mrnthods of improving reliability. Neverthel•,F.• it is important to

recognimi. that reliability control d1.tfer!, in degree from vo3ir.1 .ng~hrering
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in three respeýcts: first, overall system planning is emnphasized; second,

statisticil analysis of failure data is used as a contr,1l; and third, constart

surveillance of the system through feedback of failure data is required in all

phases of development and production.

In conclusion I would like to emanhasize three points:

First, reliability of the hardware in a missile system is fundamientally the

result of engineering which takes into account realistically and from a systems

point of view all the significant factors affecting the performance of the wea-

port nii

Second, reliability is a difficult and important technical problem which

requires cnreful planniigj, a large effort, and great attention to d~etaiils.

Third, reliabAlity and the associated problem of accuracy are the primary

factors governing the time at which guided missile systers will become opera-

tional. Without adequate attention to reliability, both on the part of the us-

ing Services and the contractors, thýese operational dates will be delayed.

SI '

-I,
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